
My Better World – Video Facilitation Guide 

Life Skills Development for School Clubs 



Introduction: The My Better World video series was developed through a 

partnership between Impact(Ed) International (formerly Discovery Learning Alliance) and

the Campaign for Female Education (Camfed). It is designed to bring Camfed’s My 

Better World life skills curriculum to life through six engaging characters; Abi, Amina, Yusuf, 

Rosa, Freddie and Grace. 

The following guide was developed to support club mentors in delivering content to girls and 

boys clubs to foster the development of important Knowledge, Skills and Attitudes 

(KSAs) required for positive behavioral change. Club members will explore a wide range of 

themes, such as “being well & doing well”, “being safe”, “being goal-focused” and more. 

Club members will discuss a variety of topics and consider positive actions they can 

take to bring about change in their lives and the lives of others.   

The My Better World video series facilitation guide uses the following symbols: 

Introduction and Conclusion: When you see this symbol, it means that you are giving 
a brief introduction or a brief conclusion to the session.  

Brainstorming: This symbol means you are asking club members to think freely and say 
any idea that comes to mind when you ask a question such as, “What comes to mind 
when you hear the term “well-being”? This is a low-risk activity with no judgment as to 
whether an idea is correct or not. As the session goes on, it will become clear which ideas 
are on track and which ideas may not be aligned. It is very important that this is done 
openly without the threat of being laughed at or ridiculed for an idea. Successful 
brainstorming requires a safe space! 

Think-Pair-Share (TPS) OR Paired Work: TPS is useful when you want club members 
to have time for deeper thinking. It gives club members an opportunity to test out an idea 
with one person before sharing with the entire club. First, club members should reflect 
for a moment on their own, then share with the person next to them, then the club mentor 
should ask them to share their ideas with the whole group. This symbol may also indicate 
a paired activity that differs from TPS.  

Video Viewing: This symbol means it is time for video viewing. You may find sub-
sections here that give guidance on pre-viewing, viewing and post-viewing.  

Whole Group Discussion: This symbol means it is time for whole-group discussion. 
When discussing ideas with the whole group, aim to call from all quadrants of the room, 
encourage non-volunteers and encourage members who you feel may lack confidence 
and give support as needed.  

Group Work or Group Project: This symbol means club members are to meet in 
groups or are being asked to complete a group project. When asking club members to 
work in groups, aim for no more than 5 or 6 in a group.  

Let’s Go Outside: This symbol indicates an outdoor activity. Club members should not 
sit inside the entire time. There are meaningful activities that can be done outside, such 
as carrying out a school safety assessment.  

My Better World Checkpoint: This symbol is used to indicate a checkpoint for review 
of what has been learned and how that learning can help us and help the world around 
us. You will see this checkpoint at the end of each story guide.



Note to Mentors: Throughout the MBW club sessions, club members may share difficult and 

traumatic experiences. Sharing life stories with others in a safe and supportive environment 

can be positive and productive. However, part of providing a “safe space” is ensuring members 

are not pressured to share and understanding that some questions and topics can trigger an 

emotional response and even trauma. It is important to understand when you may need to 

continue discussions with club members in private rather than having them reveal very 

personal and sensitive information in the club forum. Be sure to know your club members; 

know what they can cope with, and remember you are not alone. Reach out to the 

professionals around you as needed, such as school guidance and counselling, gender desk 

officers, child protection officers, school authorities or local administration. Also, recognize 

when it is important to follow up with parents or caregivers.  
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Introduction to My Better World 

Objective: By the end of the session, club members will be able to explain the purpose of 

MBW and describe the MBW characters.  

Suggested time: 45 minutes 

Materials: MBW Video – The Watermelon Story, MBW facilitation guide, board, chalk, TV/

DVD player, notebooks.  

1. Introduction: Explain to club members that you are going to be using a beautiful video

series that will help us to have important discussions and carry out activities to improve

our lives and to improve our world.

The video series is called My Better World.

2. Brainstorm – My Better World: Ask club participants, what can we do to make our

world better? Record their responses on the board.

3. Video Viewing - What will we learn by watching My Better World?: Let us listen to 
the characters and hear what they have to say. Ask club members to jot down any 
ideas they hear about what we are going to learn through My Better World.

Select The Watermelon Story from the main menu.

Play the story from the beginning and pause at 00:44. Once club members have 
shared ideas, emphasize the following key terms & phrases underlined below. 
Expected responses:

 Improving your life

 Learning from each other

 Discovering things about our lives

 Find ways to help us understand the world around us

 Make better choices and think about the future

 Find our own strengths that can make a difference to our family, community, our 
country and even the whole world

 We are going to help each other understand what well-being is, and how to find the 

strengths inside us all.

My 

Better 

World 
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4. Video Viewing - Let’s Meet the MBW Characters: In order to learn about our

strengths, our well-being, making better choices and so on, we are going to hear the

personal stories of 6 characters. We have heard one character call herself Abi. Let’s

listen closely as I play the video and note down:

 The name of each character

 What that character likes to do

Play from 00:44 to 01:19: Once the club members have listened to the My Better 

World introduction, ask them to list the characters and explain what those characters 

like to do.  

Character    What do we know about them? 

Amina: Loves football and is the school’s star goalkeeper. 

Yusuf: Amina’s brother. He likes making all kinds of things. 

Rosa: A future scientist. She loves collecting cool things to 

show us. 

Freddie: He is the most brilliant singer but can be a little shy 

sometimes.  

Grace: She loves making clothes.  

Abi: Abi forgot to tell us about herself! 
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5. Think-Pair-Share: Ask the club members to answer the question below. First, club

members should reflect for a moment on their own, then share with the person next

to them. Next, ask them to share their ideas with the whole group.

6. Conclusion: Explain to club members that they will get to know the characters better

as they watch the MBW series and may find that they have many things in common

with different characters at different times. Mention that aside from these characters,

we are also going to meet interesting people from places like Nigeria, Kenya, Tanzania,

Ghana, Ethiopia and Bangladesh. We will hear about their personal struggles and

successes and will talk about what they have in common with us, how their lives may

be similar to or different from ours, how they resolve their challenges and more!

Now, let’s get started! 

Think-Pair-Share Question 

 

Now that you have met these 

characters and have heard a 

little bit about them, who do 

you think is the most like 

you? Why?  
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Being Well and Doing Well: The Watermelon Story
Objective: By the end of the story, club members will be able to define what it means to 

“be well” and “do well”, analyze whether or not they are doing well in school life, home life 

and community life and explore the concept of “role model”.  

Suggested time: 1.5 hours 

Materials: MBW Video – The Watermelon Story, MBW facilitation guide, board, chalk, TV/

DVD player, notebooks.  

1. Introduction: Explain to club members that they are going to hear a story about

Grace and a challenge she is facing. We are going to watch and decide if we think

Grace is doing well. First, let us talk about what it means to be “doing well”.

2. Think-Pair-Share: Club members should first think on their

own. Next, ask them to share with the person next to them

and then share ideas with the whole group. Pairs should

complete the table below.

I know I am doing well in life when… 

School Life Home Life & 

Family  

My friendships & 

my community 

Once club members share ideas in pairs, ask them to share back and discuss as a 

whole group. Discuss how each area affects the other. What is going on at home can 

affect performance at school, having friends can help us deal with challenges at 

home and at school, and so on. Share the meaning of “Doing Well”.  

 Think-Pair-Share 

 “Doing well” means achieving a healthy balance in your 

life, reaching your personal goals, and being happy! 

 

I know I am 

doing well in 

life when … 
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3. Being Well – The Watermelon Story: Explain that club members are now going to

hear Grace’s story and you want club members to think about some questions as

they watch.

Pre-Viewing: Write the following questions on the board for club members to think

about as they watch the story.

 What challenge is Grace facing?

 How is this affecting her?

 How is it affecting her friends?

 Is Grace doing well?

Video Viewing: Play from 01:19 and pause at 04:11. 

Whole Group Discussion: Discuss the pre-viewing questions and any other 

questions you may want to add.  

Brainstorm: Next, remind club members that when you paused the video, 

Amina and Abi were thinking of an idea to help solve Grace’s problem. They 

are concerned about her and want to help. Before we hear what they have to 

say, ask the following.  

Question: Do you have any ideas on how to solve Grace’s problem? 

Once club members have shared some ideas, go back to the video.  

Next, cue to 06:00 and play to the end of the video. Discuss, using the 

questions below.  

 What do you think of the solution that Abi suggested?

 At the end of the story, is Grace doing better? Why is she doing better?

 Do you have a similar problem or does someone you know have a similar

problem?

Think-Pair-Share: At the end, Grace says: “Living a better life means 

improving your well-being.” What does “well-being” mean?   

Well-being or “being well” means that you have a sense of 

belonging at home, at school and in your community. It 

means that you feel respected by others, that your needs 

are being met, that you feel safe, healthy and happy. It 

means that you feel positive about your life and about 

yourself.  

To DO WELL, we need to BE WELL. 
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4. Doing Well – Let’s Meet Fatima: Remember earlier

we said being well is important to doing well.

Explain that you want to share a story of a woman

from Kano, Nigeria by the name of Fatima.

Pre-Viewing: Ask club members to keep the 

following questions in mind as they watch the video. 

 Is Fatima doing well?

 If so, why do you think she is doing well?

 Has she faced any challenges in life?

 How did she overcome them?

Video Viewing: Cue to 04:11. Play from 04:11 to 

06:00. 

Discuss the pre-viewing questions and any other 

relevant questions you may want to ask. Next, put 

Fatima’s final words on the board and discuss. 

“Got a dream? Believe in yourself and chase it down. 

Do not let anybody tell you, you can’t do it.” 

Explain that you will talk more about setting goals and achieving goals in future 

club sessions, so we can think more about what it really takes to succeed and realize 

our dreams! 

Ask club members, what is a “role model”? Next, read the definition of Role Model or 

ask a club member to read the definition from your manual. Ask, can Fatima be a role 

model for you? Why? What qualities does she have that make her a good role 

model? Can you be a role model for anyone? Explain.  

What is a Role Model? 

A role model is a person you can 

look up to, a person whose 

behaviour can be an example for 

you. A role model is someone who 

has qualities that you want to 

model yourself after.  

Who is a Role Model?  

A role model can be a family 

member or a friend, a teacher or 

another professional person, a 

community leader or a national 

leader. A role model may live in 

your community or may be 

someone you view from afar.  

?

Role Models in Impact(Ed) Videos

If you want to explore more on careers and foster important life skills, such as 

perseverance and goal setting, use Program 62: Careers, Segment 5 - Facing 

Challenges, Program 65: Life Skills: African Women Making a Difference or 

Program 69: Stories of Success.  
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5. Conclusion: The My Better World (MBW) series will help you to solve challenges in

your lives and become more hopeful about your future. As we use the MBW series,

we will learn more about Grace, Amina, Yusuf, Abi, Freddie & Rosa. As we talk more

about “Being Well”, we will discuss:

We are also going to find out that “Being Well” & “Doing Well” is not just about taking 

care of ourselves alone, but also caring for others and caring for the world around us!

 Being Healthy

 Being Safe

 Being Calm

 Being Free

 Being Confident

 Being Goal Focused
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Being Healthy: The River Story

Objective: By the end of the story, club members will be able to identify examples of 

“being healthy”, make good decisions to live a healthy life and influence the decisions of 

others.  

Suggested time: 2 Hours 

Materials: MBW Video – The River Story, MBW facilitation guide, board, chalk, TV/

DVD, notebooks.  

1. Introduction: Remind club members that during the last club session, you said you

would cover a lot of different topics related to “Being Well”. Today we are going to see 
a character we met in the last story (The Watermelon Story). Ask, who can name the 
characters we met in the last story? (Grace, Abi, Amina, Teacher Jessica). Today we 

will see what happens to Amina when she makes some bad choices.

2. The River Story:

Video Viewing: Play from the beginning of the story and pause at 03:15. Amina 

has made a few bad choices. Ask, what are the bad choices that she made?

Expected responses:

 She practiced for too long without taking any water.

 On the way home, she drank from a contaminated source of water.

 She does not tell her mother or others that she is not feeling well.

Next, continue to discuss using the guidance below. 

 What do you think will happen to Amina next?

 As we play the rest of the story, I want you to listen for anything you hear related

to living a healthy life. (Hint: Listen to Mama Amina)

Cue to 05:35. Play from 05:35 to the end of the story. 

Post-Viewing - Whole Group Discussion: 

 What happened to Amina?

 What should she do differently next time?

 What did Mama Amina say to Amina about leading a healthy life?

 At the end, how do you think Amina feels? (Ask questions to draw out the ideas

of being cared for by others. E.g. She has a mother who supports and guides her,

friends and family who care about her welfare and love her.)

 How do you know that Amina’s friends and mother care about her? What do they

do? What do they say? (Focus on what caring looks like, what caring sounds

like.)

 Why is it important to care about others and to have others care about us?
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Amina’s mother said: 

 It doesn’t matter how strong you are, if you drink dirty water, you can get really
sick from so many diseases.

 You need to eat a healthy, balanced diet.

 You need to rest. Rest and sleep are also part of a healthy life.

Question: Ask, what else can we add to Mama Amina’s list. What else do we need 
to do to live a healthy life?  

At the end of the story, Amina says, “Remember, doing your best to be as healthy as 
you can be, is essential to your well-being, and doing your best to help other people 

be healthy makes the world a better place.” 

We are going to talk more about what we can do to make a better world by educating 
others.  

3. Group Work – Raising Awareness & Changing Behaviour: Meet in your groups.

Each group will be given one topic; Safe Water, Eating Right, Rest & Sleep, Exercise

or Hygiene.

Allow groups to share their ideas with the club members. Let them know you and the 

club president are going to meet with the Head or other relevant persons to get 

approval to share with any audience outside of the club, if club members have 

indicated they want to share with audiences other than club members. Ask club 

members to commit to working on their own over the next few weeks to prepare their 

message in whatever form they have chosen.  

Mention that when we raise awareness, we want that to result in some sort of 

positive change. Let us take a look at a woman called Miriam and the advice she has 

for us.  

4.Miriam’s Farm – Nima, Ghana: Ask club members to listen to Miriam’s story and

think about the following as they listen.

 Where does Miriam live?

 What is the challenge of having a “farm” in this location?

 How did she overcome this challenge?

 What are the advantages of Miriam’s farm?

 Healthy Living – Scenario 

 Imagine you want to educate people on living a healthy life. Using the topic 

you were given, discuss the following with your group members.  

a) Audience: Who do you want to communicate to on this topic? (the girls club,

the boys club, the boys and girls clubs, the school, the community etc.)

b) Messages: What is the main message you want to communicate on this topic?

c) Key Facts & Information: What information do we want to include?

d) Medium: How do we want to communicate the message? song, poem, poster,

short play etc.
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Video Viewing: Cue to 03:15. Play from 03:15 to 05:36. You may want to pause at 

relevant points to focus on Miriam’s surroundings, the buckets/containers where she has 

planted, etc.  

Post-Viewing – Whole Group Discussion: Discuss responses to pre-viewing 

questions and any other discussion points that may be relevant. Highlight what 

Miriam says at the end.  

“So, I encourage everyone around the whole world, especially Africans, to grow. Do not 

consider the small place that you have, you try to do something, even four sacks can 

do!”   

Ask, what lesson can you take from her words? (Focus on not allowing barriers to keep 

us from taking action. Persevere and do what you can with what you have!)  

Question: Remind club members that you talked about educating others on healthy 

living earlier in the session. Ask, are there any projects we can work on or any projects 

we can ask others to work on to create a healthy school and community?  

Healthy Living Projects: 

 Student-made handwashing stations throughout the school.

 School and community clean-up campaigns. (Not clubs cleaning alone, but everyone

taking responsibility.)

 Renovations to toilet facilities to ensure they are hygienic.

 Affordable changes to the school lunch program to make it healthier.

 Ensuring snacks and water sold on or near the school premises are healthy and not

contaminated.

 Growing a school garden, not just as an income generation activity, but also to

provide produce to pupils, teachers or to be used in the school lunch program.

 Ensuring proper ventilation through renovations, such as added windows or ceiling

fans.

Learning More About Clean Water 

If you want to have further discussion on clean water use the Early Learning 

Series - Life Skills: Segment 20: Clean Water to further engage club members 

on the importance of clean water and what they can to ensure water is safe to 

drink. 
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My Better World Checkpoint: Check in with club members. 

What have we learned about Being Healthy? 

 What are some of the most important things you have learned?

 Have you learned anything new about yourself? About the club members?

 How can new learnings help you in your life?

 How can new learnings help you contribute to making a better world?

Remind club members that we play a very important role in living a healthy life and need 

to think carefully about the choices we make.  

Remind club members that healthy living also includes our social and emotional health. 

An important part of our social and emotional health is feeling safe. We will watch a new 

story on being and feeling safe in our next club session.  
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Being Safe: The Toilet Story

Objective: By the end of the story, club members will analyze the school from a safety 

perspective and suggest solutions to resolve unsafe situations.  

Suggested time: 2 Hours 

Materials: MBW Video – The Toilet Story, MBW facilitation guide, board, chalk, TV/DVD 

player, notebooks.  

1. Introduction: We are going to listen to a story and you will

see some familiar characters. We will hear about an unsafe

situation related to toilets in the school. First, let us think

about how we know if our toilets are safe.

2. Think-Pair-Share: Ask club members to meet with the

person next to them and think about the question on toilet

safety (see “thought bubble”). They should first think on their

own, then turn to the person next to them to share their ideas.

Once pairs share back, provide the following toilet safety check list. 

Toilet Safety & Security Checklist (Put on board or chart) 

Do we have separate toilets for girls 

and boys? 

Do our toilets have doors?  

Are the doors and walls sufficient to 

give enough privacy? 

Are our toilets located in a place 

that is easily visible to teachers, 

school administration or school 

security?  

Do we have enough toilets for 

our school population? 

Do all of the toilet doors have 

locks that work? 

Do girls toilets provide a location 

for disposal of sanitary 

protection? 

Are the toilets clean and ready 

for use? 

Be sure to add any important assessment points raised by club members during the TPS 

activity and add questions to the checklist as needed.  

 Think-Pair-Share 

How do we know if 

our toilets are safe? 

I know our toilets are 

safe if they are…. or 

if they have….. 

https://www.google.ca/imgres?imgurl=https://png.pngtree.com/svg/20150925/introduce_oneself_to_716586.png&imgrefurl=https://pngtree.com/free-icon/introduce-oneself-to_716586&docid=u6z1w0J6C9wGyM&tbnid=hyUYrsNP8PWtMM:&vet=1&w=512&h=512&bih=506&biw=1215&ved=2ahUKEwjLg5Hw4PfdAhUm5YMKHazADEAQxiAoAXoECAEQFQ&iact=c&ictx=1
https://www.google.ca/imgres?imgurl=http://blogs.mcckc.edu/insider/files/2011/12/stick-figure-discussion.jpg&imgrefurl=https://blogs.mcckc.edu/insider/longview-debate-captures-top-awards/&docid=jQG1FSKn5sj9eM&tbnid=L3CZZzNX8bV19M:&vet=1&w=319&h=319&bih=506&biw=1215&ved=2ahUKEwjskML90ffdAhWF5YMKHaVCDeEQxiAoA3oECAEQFw&iact=c&ictx=1
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3. Let’s Go Outside: Ask club participants to think about these questions as they go

outside to assess the school toilets. Once the club members have completed the

assessment, go back to the club meeting area and discuss further.

4. Whole Group Discussion – Our Assessment Findings: Discuss the findings from

your assessment and how these issues may affect them positively or negatively.

Note that you will decide on possible actions to take around these findings after we

hear what is happening with our My Better World friends.

5. The Toilet Story: Explain that club members are now going to watch a story about
safety. Ask them to think about the following questions as they listen to the story.

Pre-Viewing – Focus Questions: 

 Why are the girls not able to use the school toilet?

 Where do Rosa and Abi go to use the toilet?

 Is that area safe? Why or why not?

Video Viewing: Play from the beginning of the story to 03:15.

Post-Viewing – Whole Group Discussion & What is an Ally?: First, 

discuss the responses to the pre-viewing questions. Continue with additional 

questions below and any other relevant points you want to add.   

 How does Rosa feel in the forest? Would you feel the same? Why or why not?

 How do you think the problem with the toilet affects Rosa when she is back in

class?

 How does the broken toilet affect Rosa the following day? (Focus not just on her

fear of having to go back to the forest, but missed class time due to going home

to use the toilet.)

 Rosa tells her mother about the toilet. Her mother becomes her ally in helping to

solve the problem? What do you think we mean by the term “Ally”?

What is an Ally? 

A person who helps you when you are being treated unfairly. 

An ally has your best interests at heart and is committed to 

supporting you to bring about positive change, especially 

when other people are opposing you.  

https://www.shareicon.net/man-exit-doors-people-door-walking-opened-daily-job-678244
https://www.google.ca/imgres?imgurl=https://cdn.onlinewebfonts.com/svg/img_563400.png&imgrefurl=https://www.onlinewebfonts.com/icon/563400&docid=_nVDesgsdOoAyM&tbnid=RVcug_Y4ufklFM:&vet=1&w=980&h=980&bih=506&biw=1215&ved=2ahUKEwiA1NKh0_fdAhUW8YMKHUI9AUsQxiAoA3oECAEQFw&iact=c&ictx=1
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Let club members know that we are going to talk more about allies in future club sessions. 

Return to your whole group discussion, using the questions below.  

Continue with Post-Viewing Discussion: 

 How did Rosa and Mama Rosa decide to solve the problem?

 What happened at the meeting with the Mrs. Kimicho? (Focus on the fact that Mama

Rosa and the Mrs. Kimicho did not come up with a solution, but it is Rosa who has an

idea. Emphasize the important role of the adults giving Rosa the freedom to share

her ideas.)

 At the end, we see Rosa has an idea and we see that she and her friends are

handing out paper to as many people as possible. Ask, what do you think is on that

piece of paper?

Video Viewing: Cue to 05:25 and play to the end of the story. 

Post-Viewing Discussion:  

 What was on the paper that Rosa and her friends were handing out? (Emphasize

that even though it is Rosa’s mother who speaks when they are at the education

office, everyone, including Rosa and her classmates, played a role in solving this

problem.)

 Why does working with the community help to solve the problem? Can you think of

an example of change we have seen in our school that involved the community or

change we would like to see, where it is important to involve the community?

 What does Rosa say at the end of the video? (She says, “Helping yourself stay safe

protects your well-being. Helping other people be safe makes the world a better

place.”) Do you agree? Explain.

6. Group Work – School Safety Assessment: Explain that you want the club members

to think more about school safety, beyond the toilets, to find out if we feel safe at

school. Divide club members into groups of 5 or 6 and ask them to complete the

following table.

Our 

Safety 

On my way to 

school  

On the school 

compound 

In my 

classroom 

On my way 

home 

I feel safe 

when… 

I do not 

feel safe 

when… 
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7. Whole Group Discussion: Once club members have completed their safety

assessment, ask them to share their ideas with the whole group. Next, ask if there are

pupils who may not be in this room whose safety we need to consider?

For example, do those below have additional concerns that we may not be

thinking of?

 Physically disabled pupils.

 Pupils who have further to walk from

home to school.

 Pupils who have to walk home through

another route.

 Girls (if you are doing this with the

boys club) Boys (if you are doing this

with the girls club).

 Pupils who are younger.

 Pupils who are older.

8  Group Work: Ask club members to think about the findings from our safe toilet 

assessment and the other ideas that came up during our group work. Based on all of 

these findings, what changes do we need to make so that our school is safe and secure 

for all pupils.  

Use the table below to help guide the discussion, focusing on each safety concern. 

 Does anyone need to learn something new? Better communication skills, more

about children’s rights, more about girls’ rights, more about the school rules, etc.

 Does anyone need to change their attitude & behaviour? If so, who? how?

(boys, girls, staff, community, etc.) For example, an attitude where boys or men

decide that when a girl or woman says “no” to unwanted behaviour, it means “yes”.

 Do we need something new /something different? A fence, a security guard, a

walking team1, anti-bullying rules, ramps for safe access to class, etc.

Safety 

Issue 

Does anyone need to learn 

something new?  

Does anyone need to change 

their attitude & behaviour? 

If so, who? how?  

Do we need something new 

/something different?  

1 Some schools help girls and boys organize walking teams to walk to and from school in groups that provide 
more support and security when walking long distances or through particular routes that may be risky, but 
unavoidable.  

Thinking & Speaking on Behalf of Others 

Remind club members that those who may have different safety concerns 

need to speak for themselves. If necessary, invite pupils to your club session 

to hear what they have to say, or if they cannot attend, some club members 

could volunteer to speak with them and report back to the club. Remember, 

we cannot think and speak for people who are not in the room. 
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As you discuss changes that need to be made to ensure that everyone is safe and 

feels included and supported, ask club members the following questions.  

 Who should we share our findings with?

 What can we do to bring about these changes?

 Who needs to be involved? Who can help?

In these discussions, and with all suggested activities in the MBW guide, we want to 

continually encourage club members to play a role in bringing about positive change 

by using their ideas and their voice to Make a Better World for all!  However, keep in 

mind that we do not want to overload club members by placing too much on their 

shoulders and that knowing what we can and cannot commit to is part of being well! 

My Better World Checkpoint: Check in with club members. 

What have we learned about Being Safe? 

 What are some of the most important things you have learned?

 Have you learned anything new about yourself? About the club members?

 How can new learnings help you in your life?

 How can new learnings help you contribute to making a better world?

Remember, knowing what 

commitments you can take on 

and what is too much is part of 

being well! 

https://www.shutterstock.com/image-vector/check-icon-checkmark-vector-approved-symbol-1038299728
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Being Purpose-Driven: The Chicken Coop Story
Objective: By the end of the story, club members will be able to explain what it means to

be purpose-driven and give strategies for being purpose driven in reaching their goals.  

Suggested time: 2 hours 

Materials: MBW Video – The Chicken Coop Story, MBW facilitation guide, board, chalk, 

TV/DVD player, notebooks.  

1. Introduction: Tell club members they will watch another story about Yusuf. Ask:

 Remember in "The Ball Story", Yusuf did not do well on his test. We imagined

a goal that he could set to improve on future tests. Do you remember what that

goal was? (To achieve at least 80% in English)

 We also set our own goals in the last session. What were some of your goals?

2. Brainstorming: Explain that last time we learned about determination and

perseverance. Today, we will see how

knowing our purpose helps us to reach

our goals. What comes to mind when you

hear the word “purpose”?

Explain that today’s story is about how 

important it is to have a purpose and be

“purpose-driven”. Read (or ask a club

member to read from your manual) the

meaning of being “purpose driven”, and

make connections to the ideas they

generated for “purpose”.

3. Being Purpose-Driven – The Chicken Coop Story: Explain that now they will

hear Yusuf’s story.

Pre-Viewing: Ask club members to think about these questions as they watch.

 What does Yusuf need to go out to do?

 Why do you think this errand is important to his family?

 Why doesn’t he complete the task?

Purpose

Being Purpose-Driven 

Our purpose is the reason that we do something. Our actions have purpose 

when we feel they are important. For example, if finding a good job is 

important to you, you try to study even though it is hard work. Being 

purpose-driven means that we know why we are doing something and feel 

that there is value in what we are doing. 

https://www.google.ca/imgres?imgurl=https://png.pngtree.com/svg/20150925/introduce_oneself_to_716586.png&imgrefurl=https://pngtree.com/free-icon/introduce-oneself-to_716586&docid=u6z1w0J6C9wGyM&tbnid=hyUYrsNP8PWtMM:&vet=1&w=512&h=512&bih=506&biw=1215&ved=2ahUKEwjLg5Hw4PfdAhUm5YMKHazADEAQxiAoAXoECAEQFQ&iact=c&ictx=1
https://www.google.ca/imgres?imgurl=https://cdn.onlinewebfonts.com/svg/img_563400.png&imgrefurl=https://www.onlinewebfonts.com/icon/563400&docid=_nVDesgsdOoAyM&tbnid=RVcug_Y4ufklFM:&vet=1&w=980&h=980&bih=506&biw=1215&ved=2ahUKEwiA1NKh0_fdAhUW8YMKHUI9AUsQxiAoA3oECAEQFw&iact=c&ictx=1
https://www.google.ca/imgres?imgurl=http://www.komusg.si/Portals/0/xBlog/uploads/2018/8/22/Stipendija.png&imgrefurl=http://www.komusg.si/novice/ID/416&docid=WzpPdMqlDCbTzM&tbnid=L-C3zz5aXrz5yM:&vet=1&w=1000&h=1000&bih=506&biw=1215&ved=2ahUKEwjXxOTS0vfdAhUNiIMKHdN9DFsQxiAoBnoECAEQGg&iact=c&ictx=1
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Video Viewing: Play from 01:17 and pause at 03:38. 

Post-Viewing – Whole Group Discussion: Discuss the pre-viewing 

questions and any other relevant questions you may want to add. Also ask: 

 Do you think Yusuf had a purpose in mind when he left home?

 Why do you think he got off track? Whose fault do you think that was?

Next, cue to 05:35 and play to the end of the video. Discuss the question below. 

 In the end, how was Yusuf able to make up for his mistake?

4. Think-Pair-Share: Put the following questions on the board. Club members should

first think on their own. Next, ask them to share with the person next to them and

then share ideas with the whole group.

 What goals did you set in the last session?

 Have you started working on any of these goals?

 If yes, has it been easy to stay on track?

 If no, what have been some distractions or challenges?

Yusuf says: “Having a purpose in life means planning ahead, knowing why you are 

doing something and feeling like there is value in what you are doing.” Here are 

some other ideas for making sure our actions have purpose:1 

5. “Three Corners” – What can I do? Explain that one area where we need to be

purpose-driven is when we work towards our future careers. Ask club members if

they remember what the word “career” means.

1 medium.com/@nicolascole77/10-ways-i-stay-ridiculously-focused-on-my-goals-686e2e39b0e2; www.fastcompany.com/3033416/5-ways-

to-stay-focused-in-a-world-full-of-distractions

What is a Career? 

A job is something you simply do for money with no long term plan to progress 

in that role. A career is a job or a series of similar jobs you do for a long period 

of your life. Most people want a career that helps them to grow, learn more 

and earn more as they progress. 

Planning Ahead to Reach Our Goals 

 At night, decide what you will do the next day to help reach your goal.

 What are the hardest tasks you need to do? Try to do these early in the

day before you get tired.

 Take away distractions or stay away from distractions.

 Write down your goals. Think about whether you are working on them each

day. If not, how can you adjust your time?

?

https://www.google.ca/imgres?imgurl=http://blogs.mcckc.edu/insider/files/2011/12/stick-figure-discussion.jpg&imgrefurl=https://blogs.mcckc.edu/insider/longview-debate-captures-top-awards/&docid=jQG1FSKn5sj9eM&tbnid=L3CZZzNX8bV19M:&vet=1&w=319&h=319&bih=506&biw=1215&ved=2ahUKEwjskML90ffdAhWF5YMKHaVCDeEQxiAoA3oECAEQFw&iact=c&ictx=1
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Explain that you are putting words in 3 corners of the room, one says Women, one 

says Men on the last corner says Both. Tell the club members that you will mention 

different job titles that could become someone’s career. Explain that they should go 

to the corner of the room labelled “women” if they think the job title mentioned is 

more for “women”.  If they think it is more for men, they should go to the corner 

labelled “men”. If they think it is for both, they should go to the corner labelled “both”. 

Examples: Taxi driver, teacher, nurse, doctor, pilot, carpenter, mason, bus driver, 

architect, construction worker etc.  

Invite club members to explain why they chose “Men”, “Women” or “Both” and if there 

are differing opinions, allow them to debate ideas. Conclude by emphasizing that we 

should not think of some jobs being just for men and others just for women. You may 

want to talk about how the names given to jobs have changed to ensure that no one 

is left out.  

6. Doing Well – Let’s Meet Dayo:

Then explain that you want to share a story of a woman from Nigeria by the name of

Dayo, who is keeping focused and purpose-driven.

Pre-Viewing: Ask club members to think about these questions as they watch.

 What do you think are Dayo’s goals?

 Has she faced challenges? How did she overcome them?

 What are some beliefs or positive thoughts that help her face challenges?

Video Viewing: Cue to 03:38. Play from 03:38 to 05:35. 

Discuss the pre-viewing questions and any other relevant questions you may want to 

ask. Then, discuss the questions below. 

 Were you surprised to hear a story about a woman who is a carpenter? What

does Dayo’s story show us about what girls and women can achieve?

 Do you think girls and boys face the same challenges as in reaching their goals?

Please explain.

 Are there children in other situations who may face more challenges in reaching

their goals? (Possible responses: Children with disabilities, children who have

more responsibilities at home, children who have fewer resources)

 How can we support or encourage children who face challenges in reaching their

goals?

 Who can support you to be purpose-driven in reaching your goals?

Being Purpose Driven: Overcoming Obstacles 

For more content on young people who are purpose driven see Impact(Ed) videos:

Program: 65: Life Skills African Women Making a Difference – Segment 8 – Rosie, 

Community Leader  

https://www.google.ca/imgres?imgurl=https://cdn.onlinewebfonts.com/svg/img_563400.png&imgrefurl=https://www.onlinewebfonts.com/icon/563400&docid=_nVDesgsdOoAyM&tbnid=RVcug_Y4ufklFM:&vet=1&w=980&h=980&bih=506&biw=1215&ved=2ahUKEwiA1NKh0_fdAhUW8YMKHUI9AUsQxiAoA3oECAEQFw&iact=c&ictx=1
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Explain that when we work on our goals, we may face obstacles or have to do things 

that are hard. Being purpose-driven helps us to keep our focus and make decisions 

that help us reach our goals. 

My Better World Checkpoint: Check in with club members. 

What have we learned about Being Purpose-Driven? 

 What are some of the most important things you have learned?

 Have you learned anything new about yourself? About the club members?

 How can new learnings help you in your life?

 How can new learnings help you contribute to making a better world?

Disability & Careers 

Talk about disability and careers to break down bias that limits 

opportunities for persons with disabilities.  

Use Program 62: Careers, Segment 5: Facing Challenges 

Find out more about Mariam’s disability and how she stayed focused 

on her purpose – to be independent – and achieved her goal of becoming 

a bicycle mechanic.  

https://www.shutterstock.com/image-vector/check-icon-checkmark-vector-approved-symbol-1038299728
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Being Positive: The Math Test Story
Objective: By the end of the story, club members will be able to identify ways to manage

challenges in a positive and hopeful way by reviewing positive self-talk and thinking of ways 

to turn challenges into opportunities.  

Suggested time: 2.5 Hours 

Materials: MBW Video – The Math Test Story, MBW facilitation guide, board, chalk, TV/

DVD, notebooks, ball.  

1. Introduction: Explain that they will listen to a story about Grace and a challenge that

she has. First, you want to hear stories from their own community.

Ask: Think of someone you know who overcame a challenge. What did they do? To

respect their privacy, remember to tell us the story without saying their name.

(Examples: A family member, older children in your community who are doing well,

someone we have seen in the videos)

If there is a well-known role model in your community or country who overcame a

challenge, describe that person for club members to guess.

Ask the questions below:

 What are some challenges that this person faced?

 How do you feel when you think about their story?

 What are some challenges we face in our everyday lives?

Write the everyday challenges on the board. (Note to Mentors: These challenges will 

be used later in the session as topics for role-plays. If you do not get to do the role-

play activity in this club session, be sure to list the challenges in your notebook for use 

in the next session.) 

2. The Math Test Story: Explain that they will now hear Grace’s story.   

Pre-Viewing: Ask club members to think about these questions:

 What challenges does Grace face?

 What advice does Rosa give her? Does Grace take this advice?

Video Viewing: Play from the beginning of the story and pause at 02:57.

First, go back to the pre-viewing questions and ask club members to respond. 

Next, ask: Let’s focus on one of her challenges – her math test. How do you think 

Grace prepares for her test?  

Cue to 05:20. Play from 05:20 to the end of the story.

https://www.google.ca/imgres?imgurl=https://cdn.onlinewebfonts.com/svg/img_563400.png&imgrefurl=https://www.onlinewebfonts.com/icon/563400&docid=_nVDesgsdOoAyM&tbnid=RVcug_Y4ufklFM:&vet=1&w=980&h=980&bih=506&biw=1215&ved=2ahUKEwiA1NKh0_fdAhUW8YMKHUI9AUsQxiAoA3oECAEQFw&iact=c&ictx=1
https://www.google.ca/imgres?imgurl=https://png.pngtree.com/svg/20150925/introduce_oneself_to_716586.png&imgrefurl=https://pngtree.com/free-icon/introduce-oneself-to_716586&docid=u6z1w0J6C9wGyM&tbnid=hyUYrsNP8PWtMM:&vet=1&w=512&h=512&bih=506&biw=1215&ved=2ahUKEwjLg5Hw4PfdAhUm5YMKHazADEAQxiAoAXoECAEQFQ&iact=c&ictx=1
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Post-Viewing – Whole Group Discussion: After viewing, ask the following 

questions or any others you feel are relevant to your club members.  

 How did Grace prepare for her test?

 Did she have many opportunities to practice math? Give some examples.

 What are some other opportunities to practice math in our daily lives?

 Do you think it was easy or hard for Grace to find opportunities to practice math?

 When Grace goes to the shop, a man outside the shop says, “I see you’re grown

up now, come join me sweetie” and makes kissing sounds. What do you think of

this behavior? Is this kind of behavior acceptable? Have you ever experienced

this? If so, how did it make you feel? (Note: Explain to girls and boys clubs that

this behavior is not acceptable and we know from Grace’s thoughts that this is not

the first time it has occurred. This is called “sexual harassment” and we will talk

more about this more in another club session.)

Tell club members: 

 Grace had a challenge, but she stayed positive and reached her goal. What does

it mean to be positive when we have challenges?

 Being positive means being hopeful about the future. It also means finding ways

to change a negative situation into a positive one. Let’s practice.

3. Group Role-Plays: Ask club members if they remember what self-talk is. Ask if
anyone can give an example of negative and positive self-talk.

Review some examples of negative and positive self-talk, such as:

Negative self-talk: I just failed my exam. I am so stupid. I will always fail.
Positive self-talk: I know I can do better and will study more next time.

Briefly review why positive self-talk is helpful. (See Hour 1 facilitation guide p. 33, if
needed)

Explain that club members have practiced using self-talk to think positively. Now let’s

practice taking actions to change a negative situation into a more positive one.

We can turn challenges into something positive depending on how we deal with that

situation. Grace needed to do an errand when she wanted to study. She turned her

errand into an opportunity to practice math. We can turn challenges into something

positive, even into an opportunity like Grace did by:

 Being POSITIVE: Be hopeful.

 Being CREATIVE: Try new ideas. Use your imagination.

 Being FLEXIBLE: Try to do things in different ways.

Go back to the list of challenges the club members mentioned at the beginning of 

the story. Review with the club members. Explain that you are going to divide club 

members into groups (aim for no more than 4 -6 in a group). Give the following 

instructions: 

 Select a challenge.

 Come up with a role-play to show how the challenge could be changed into

something positive, a learning experience, an opportunity, etc.
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 Decide how many actors you need and who in the group will take part in the role-

play. (Your role-play idea may be enough for each member to participate or may

not be)

 Remember this is not a play; do not write dialogue. You just come up with a

scene and talk about what each “actor” will say and do.

 Once you decide on the challenge and the scene you want to play, planning the

role-play should only take about 10 -15 min.

 When you show your role-play to the group, it should only be 5 – 10 minutes.

4. Whole Group Discussion – Being Safe: On the way to the shop, a man says

something to Grace, what does he say? Go back and replay if needed (cue to 9:00

and play to 9:23)

A man standing by the shop says, “Hey beautiful, do you want to join us?”

 How do you think this comment made Grace feel?

 Have you ever received such comments and if so how does it make you feel?

 Do situations like this make you feel unsafe?

 What do you think of the way Grace handled this situation?

 How would you respond in a situation like this?

Let club members know that repeated and unwanted comments like this can be 

difficult to deal with, can make a person feel nervous or awkward, not knowing how to 

respond or how to behave.  Let them know you will talk more about this topic in an 

upcoming story.

5. Doing Well – Let’s Meet Jemima: Explain that you want to share a story of a girl

from Ghana by the name of Jemima.

Pre-Viewing: Ask club members to keep the following questions in mind as they

watch the video.

 Is Jemima doing well? If so, why do you think she is doing well?

 Has she faced any challenges in life? How did she overcome them?

Video Viewing: Cue to 02:56. Play from 02:56 to 05:20. 

Discuss the pre-viewing questions and any other relevant questions. Next, discuss:  

 What did you learn from Jemima’s story?

 How would you describe Jemima? Would you describe yourself in the same way?

Why or why not?

 Do you see yourself as a positive person? If not, what can you do to be more

positive?

Explain that we are hopeful and optimistic when we have a positive view of the 

future.  

6. Group Work – Sounds of Hope: Ask club members to create a song, chant or

rhyme that can help them feel hopeful when they are discouraged. If you decide to

carry out this activity, provide time for club members to share their creations.

https://www.google.ca/imgres?imgurl=https://cdn.onlinewebfonts.com/svg/img_563400.png&imgrefurl=https://www.onlinewebfonts.com/icon/563400&docid=_nVDesgsdOoAyM&tbnid=RVcug_Y4ufklFM:&vet=1&w=980&h=980&bih=506&biw=1215&ved=2ahUKEwiA1NKh0_fdAhUW8YMKHUI9AUsQxiAoA3oECAEQFw&iact=c&ictx=1
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My Better World Checkpoint: Check in with club members. 

What have we learned about Being Positive? 

 What are some of the most important things you have learned?

 Have you learned anything new about yourself? About the club members?

 How can new learnings help you in your life?

 How can new learnings help you contribute to making a better world?

https://www.shutterstock.com/image-vector/check-icon-checkmark-vector-approved-symbol-1038299728
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Being Caring: The Tree Planting Story

Objective: By the end of the story, club members will explain why caring helps them to be

well and do well, and share specific ways of being caring in different parts of their lives. 

Suggested time: 2 Hours 

Materials: MBW Video – The Tree Planting Story, MBW facilitation guide, board, chalk, 

TV/DVD player, notebooks.  

1. Introduction: Explain that they will listen to a story and see some familiar characters.

First, they will think about someone in their own life: Who is someone who cares for

you? What do they do that makes you feel cared for?

Ask club members to draw a simple picture of that person in their notebooks. Ask them

to share their drawing with a partner and to share one way that person cares for them.

2. The Tree Planting Story: Explain that to be caring is to show kindness and concern 
for others. Let them know that they will watch a story about Grace and Abi. Ask them 
to think about the following questions as they listen to the story.

Pre-Viewing: Ask club members to keep the following questions in mind as they 
watch the video.

 Was Abi caring or uncaring?

 Why do you think Abi behaved like that? Do you agree or disagree with her 
actions? Why?

Video Viewing: Play from the beginning of the story to 02:57.

First, go back to the pre-viewing questions and ask club members to respond. 

Next, ask: How do you think Abi’s actions affect Grace?  

Cue to 05:25. Play from 05:25 to the end of the story.

Post-Viewing – Whole Group Discussion 

 Did Abi become more caring? What did she do that showed us she cares?

 Abi says she learned a lot. What do you think she learned?

Continue to discuss why caring is important: 

 In the beginning, Abi was not caring because she was focused on getting what

she wanted. What do you think happens when people do not care about others?

(Think about how this affects (1) the person who is uncaring; (2) the people

around them; (3) the community as a whole.)

 What do you think happens when we care about others, even when we have our

own things to do? (Think about how this affects (1) the person who is caring; (2)

the people around them; (3) the community as a whole).

 What is something you did before that was caring? How did it make you feel?

https://www.google.ca/imgres?imgurl=https://png.pngtree.com/svg/20150925/introduce_oneself_to_716586.png&imgrefurl=https://pngtree.com/free-icon/introduce-oneself-to_716586&docid=u6z1w0J6C9wGyM&tbnid=hyUYrsNP8PWtMM:&vet=1&w=512&h=512&bih=506&biw=1215&ved=2ahUKEwjLg5Hw4PfdAhUm5YMKHazADEAQxiAoAXoECAEQFQ&iact=c&ictx=1
https://www.google.ca/imgres?imgurl=https://cdn.onlinewebfonts.com/svg/img_563400.png&imgrefurl=https://www.onlinewebfonts.com/icon/563400&docid=_nVDesgsdOoAyM&tbnid=RVcug_Y4ufklFM:&vet=1&w=980&h=980&bih=506&biw=1215&ved=2ahUKEwiA1NKh0_fdAhUW8YMKHUI9AUsQxiAoA3oECAEQFw&iact=c&ictx=1
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Explain that a very important way to be caring is to help keep others safe. Ask: 

 In the story, what did Abi do that put Grace in an unsafe situation?

 How can we be sure to help keep one another safe?

Explain that being caring helps others to be well and do well, but it also helps us to 

be well and do well! When we are caring, we can build friendships, help make our 

community better and also feel more positive. 

3. Let’s Go Outside – Two Facts and A Tale: Tell club members that to be caring, it is

important to pay attention to others and know one another. Explain that we are going

to play a game to get to know each other better. We are going to play a game called

Two Facts and a Tale. We will stand in a circle (form two circles if needed to make

this more manageable with one of the club members leading one of the circles.)

Once in the circle we will go around and each member will say their name, two facts

about themselves, and one made-up story (tale). The rest of the group has to then

decide which 2 are the facts and which is the story (the tale).

Give an example: I am teacher Ramatu. 1) I have 3 brothers and 2 sisters. 2) I

learned how to become a tailor and worked as a tailor before I started teaching. 3)

My favorite food is roasted chicken.

Post-Game Debrief: After the game, ask:

 Did you learn anything new about anyone that you did not know before?

 Do you want to ask anyone any follow up questions to learn more?

 Why is knowing each other part of caring?

Explain that we can be caring to people around us by trying to get to know one another 

better. Getting to know others is the first step in communicating. As Abi says, we can 

be a caring friend by being a good listener. To be a good listener, we need to show 

interest. This opens the door for others to share with us. When others feel comfortable 

sharing with us, they can tell us when they need help. They can also tell us how they 

feel. As a result, they are able to get help. We all need a friend who is a good listener! 

 Who do you go to when you need support? Why do you choose that person?

 Can we support one another in this club? How?

4. Doing Well – Let’s Meet Philomena and Deborah: Explain that you want to share a

story of two friends from Tanzania by the names of Philomena and Deborah.

Pre-Viewing: Ask club members to keep the following questions in mind as they

watch the video.

 Are Philomena and Deborah doing well? If so, why do you think they are doing

well?

 How do they care for each other?

Video Viewing: Cue to 02:57. Play from 02:57 to 05:25. 

Discuss the pre-viewing questions and any other relevant questions. Then, discuss: 

 What physical challenge does Philomena have? How do you think this affects her

life?

https://www.shareicon.net/man-exit-doors-people-door-walking-opened-daily-job-678244
https://www.google.ca/imgres?imgurl=https://cdn.onlinewebfonts.com/svg/img_563400.png&imgrefurl=https://www.onlinewebfonts.com/icon/563400&docid=_nVDesgsdOoAyM&tbnid=RVcug_Y4ufklFM:&vet=1&w=980&h=980&bih=506&biw=1215&ved=2ahUKEwiA1NKh0_fdAhUW8YMKHUI9AUsQxiAoA3oECAEQFw&iact=c&ictx=1
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 In the video, what were some things she could do? What were some ways that

she could help others?

Remind club members that we saw the story of a man named Abdulkadir, who is 

blind ("Being Confident"). Remind club members that persons living with disabilities

should be treated fairly and equally. This means that we need to be caring, and we 

also need to respect what they can do. For example, Philomena has school 

subjects that she is good at and is able to help Deborah. 

5. Think-Pair-Share: Ask the club members to answer the questions below. First, club

members should reflect for a moment on their own, then share with the person next

to them. Next, ask them to share their ideas with the whole group.

 Do you know anyone who lives with a disability?

 What are some ways in which that person can care for others?

 What are some ways that you can be caring toward them?

Note: If club members do not know someone with a disability, ask them to imagine if 

Philomena was at their school: 

 Would she be cared for?

 How would she care for us?

 Is our school a caring environment for everyone? Would Philomena be welcome

and supported here?

 If not, how do we need to change?

Note to Mentors: If you feel it is needed, review the ideas from “Is Our School 

Disability Friendly?” in the Episode 1&2 guide).

Tell club members: We need others to care for us. We also need to care for others. 

To be well and do well, we need both! 

My Better World Checkpoint: Check in with club members. 

What have we learned about Being Caring? 

 What are some of the most important things you have learned?

 Have you learned anything new about yourself? About the club members?

 How can new learnings help you in your life?

 How can new learnings help you contribute to making a better world?

https://www.shutterstock.com/image-vector/check-icon-checkmark-vector-approved-symbol-1038299728
https://www.google.ca/imgres?imgurl=http://blogs.mcckc.edu/insider/files/2011/12/stick-figure-discussion.jpg&imgrefurl=https://blogs.mcckc.edu/insider/longview-debate-captures-top-awards/&docid=jQG1FSKn5sj9eM&tbnid=L3CZZzNX8bV19M:&vet=1&w=319&h=319&bih=506&biw=1215&ved=2ahUKEwjskML90ffdAhWF5YMKHaVCDeEQxiAoA3oECAEQFw&iact=c&ictx=1
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Map the MBW content to your weekly club sessions. 

Club 
Meetings 

Dates 

MBW Facilitation Guide Content Pages MBW Video 
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